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Night-time ionospheric absorption _easur_ents (A2, h3) give the possibi-
lity to study the precipitation of high-energy electrons into the resosphere
during and after _gnetospheric storms. The uniform Finnish rio_eter network
together with A3-=easur_ents from Kuhlungsborn and Co!im (GDR) have been used
to investigate the night-tlme absorption as a function of latitude (L - 6.5 -
2,5) and stor_-ti_e [or seven storms (WAGNER et al., 19_2 a). The cos_taontrendl
visible in all these events can be st_r_zarized in a schematic overage picture
(see Figure). showing the distribution of increased ionospheric absorption as a
function of latitude (L-value) and stor,.-time. During tim main phase of the
storm enhanced precipitation of high-energy electrons has been [{,und for all
L-shells (2.5 < L , fl.O). During the recovery phase the precipitation ie au-
roral latitudes can be relatively low° but in medit= latitudes an electon pre-
cipitation belt starts to d_.elop. The position of the poleuatd boundary of
,,_ ", this precipitation belt is found to be a function of storm-time. It reaches
L : 4°5 at the end of the recovery phase. The ionospheric absorption increase
is only a rough indicator _or the flux of precipitating electronsi because it is
only a height-integrated and energy-integrated information. Either ie-situ
measur{_ents unheard of lo_e-altitude satellites or pitch-angle distribution
measurements =ado in the equatorial plane nay be used to gain more detailed in-
form,ation about the energy input into the region below 100 km by precipitating
electrons. Heasureraents of the pitch-angle distribution of electron_ for four
energy channels (35 - ?0. )5-120. 120-240, 2_0-560 keV) made unheard of Explo-
rer-45 for 2 • L * 5.2 in the equatorial plane have been used to study the
variations of the electron population for two storms in August 1972 (_XGNER et
al._ 19_2 b).. During the train phase of the storm the slot region is filled _-
up totally and the electron fluxes increase by one order of ragnitude for the ""
35-70 keV electrons and by three orders of _agnitude £or the 240-550 keV elec-
_-- teens. Some energy is at once released to the ionosphere by precipitation, but
a great _ount of this energy is stored in the electron radiation belt, During
the recovery phase the i_put of ne_ high-energy electrons into the tadlation
belt decreases and the stored energy is transferred to the ionosphere by pre-
cipitation. The number of high-energy electrons inside a magnetic tube of
1 c_" area at lO0 Z_ altitude t the so-called flux tube content, has been de- ..
termined in dependence on L, energy ch_nnel_ and stormtime. During the re-
covery phase the flux tube content decreases exponentially in a rather _teady
way. The time constant of this decrease is deter_nined by the lifetime of the
electron_ against pitch-angle diffusion processes a,d by the time constant of
the electron input due to radial diffusion. The lifetime against pitch-an_;ie
diffusion and the flux tube content just after the _ain phase control the pre-
cipitation into the ionosphere.
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The energy input rates for the recovery phase of the magnetospheric storm
August 9 (15.15 UT) throuEh August 15 (10.00 tiT). 1972 have been estimated for - "
L = 3 and L - 4 in dependence on energy. The total energy input by high-energy _ :
electrons (35 < E ¢ 560 keV) for that part of the recovery phase has been found . . •
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to be more than I00 erg/cm 2 at L = 3. Electrons with high energies (but lower
fluxes) transfer more energy into the ionosphere than electrons with 35< E < 120 keY.
At the beginning of"the recovery phase the energy input from electrons w-it_-
120 , E < 560 key is higher by a factor 2-3, During the recovery phase . 'e , . -_€
the ene_gy znput^by electrons with 35 - E < 70 keY decreases from 2 x I0 to- Z - e .
x lO erg/cm s, _nd that by_etectron_ from the highest energy channel de- -
creases from 7 x lO" to 0 x lO-_ erg/cct_'s.The higher the energy of the
precipitating electrons, the lower the stopping height (tee, e.g., REES 1963).
For the energies mentioned above the energy input maxi_=t=_occurs between 95 km
(~ 40 keV) and about 75 km ( ~ 500 keV)° As has been shown above the energy is
transferred only to a narrou belt (2 _ L < & to /..5)in midlatitudes. For the ....
part of the recovery phase (Au_;ust9-14, 1972), which has been used to estimate ".
energ_qrates, the total energy released in this belt has been estimatedl_O be
3 • 10-- erg. During the whole recovery phase of that storm about 5 • 10 "
have been transferred to this belt by high-energy electrons.
In _mparison with o_her storm processes such as ring current injections(some 10 erg), auroral particle precipitation or Joule heating (sane lO er_)
the energy input by high-energy electrons which had been stored in the radiation
belt is small. But the special properties of this energy input are interesting: ."
(a) The energy is directly deposited below 90 km altitude. (b) Energy is r.rans- /'
ferred into the lower ionosphere for many days up to sareeweeks after storms.
¢_\ Thr ener_,yinput scours on!y in a t_idlatitudinal belt (2 * L • 4 to 4.5).
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